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With retail no longer limited to the sales floor, retailers recognize that each interaction is now much more than a
transaction. The traditional checkout remains important, of course, but customers expect fast, easy, safe,
personalized service – regardless of location, device or platform – at every touchpoint.

The COVID-19 created a challenging time for the retail industry. Retailers are forced to make future-proofed
decisions that satisfy today’s mobility, safety and security demands without restricting choice as enabling
technologies continually evolve. Decision makers in the retail and restaurant industry often think about how to
avoid risking their ROI calculations as changes occur.

According to a recent retail research study by TotalRetail, 35 percent of consumers want customer service
kiosks/tablets. With SpacePole’s mobile point of sale solutions technology, both the retailers and consumers are
satisfied. Developed in partnership with global retailers and technology suppliers, our mounts ensure flawless
performance across brands while strategically anticipating upgrades and new product releases.

For example, the SpacePole Duo™ mPOS sled is designed to extend the functionality of the Zebra TC5x series
touch computer by pairing it with a wide range of in-service mobile payment terminals. SpacePole partnered with
the world’s two leading brands, Ingenico and Verifone, to create a truly mobile point of sale (mPOS) “pay
anywhere” queue-busting solution.

The TC5x series is already in service across the globe for a wide range of enterprise mobility applications in the
retail sector and when paired with Duo, it provides a conduit to provide retailers with the ability to extend that
reach to add seamless customer service wherever, whenever the customer prefers to engage.

The ability of Duo to pair leading brands enables a best of breed solution. Simple to set up and use, the mPOS Duo
sled provides an instant queue-busting solution, but once that mission is complete, allows for the TC5x to return to
its former traditional duties, again, in an instant.



With low total cost of ownership and the ability to enhance
the return on investment of existing hardware, SpacePole
Duo provides a compelling use case for technology
integration while enhancing, all-important great customer
service - anywhere.

For more information, please contact us:
camteam@spacepole.com
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